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Why this workshop?

A social science perspective on technology that would benefit 
the MYBL program, and be relevant to other stakeholders (like 
AAL, COST, etc)?

Large research and innovation programs for technology and 
ageing (FP7, H2020, AAL, EIP-AHA, …)

Problems	with	implementation,	uptake	and	innovation
§ with	care	shifting	 to	homes	and	neighbourhoods
§ And	roles	of	patients,	citizens,	consumers	etc.	merging

Understanding the experience of ageing in a digitizing world as 
crucial input for meaningful design and policy making
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This is not about user involvement!
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motor to be out of sight. Also the wiring should be 
concealed” [IN2]. Only after ten years, innovation made 
this technically possible. In 2003 an e-bike with concealed 
electric support emerged, the CoEl5. The battery was 
placed inside the frame and the motor in the wheel, 
thereby making the electric support less visible (Figure 5). 
“The success of the modern e-bike is the result of the 
brilliant idea to hide the electric support, and this is 
patented, so that is also very nice. This is where it all 
started” [IT10]. Although not everybody agreed on the 
brilliance of this idea (Text box 2).  

 

 
Nevertheless, from that moment on, the adoption rate starts to increase gradually and accelerates 
from 2006 onwards as the baby boom generation retires, just before the retirement age is increased 
(CBS, 2012)6. The following quote illustrates this shift; “I helped my parents at an e-bike fair, in 1998. 
A women with a walker and an oxygen masked approached us as she was looking for an e-bike. In 
2002, you already saw the average age drop, but after the invention of the [CoEl], the average age 
dropped twenty years, reaching the sixty years old consumers” [IN8].  

Increased observability, better understanding of and increasing relative advantage – as the range 
improved and the weight dropped – and increased trialability, due to test days or trying your 
neighbour’s e-bike, are factors positively influencing the adoption rate. “Most people say ‘I don’t need 
it’, that is why we have e-bike events so that they can try an e-bike. They just need to try it, and we 
notice that the image and ideas of an e-bike change quickly after the first try” [IT3]. “Our best years 
were 2003 and 2004. When the [CoEl] emerged you didn’t need to explain what an electric bicycle was 
anymore. In 2001-2002 you kept explain what is was and how it works, but they didn’t get it. ‘Just one 
more question, where do I put the gasoline’, was what they asked afterwards. ‘Okay, let’s start over’. 
With the [CoEl] there was so many advertisements, the demand increased sharply” [IN8]. 

Nevertheless, most people still considered e-bikes as stigmatizing and viewed it as a product for elderly 
people with decreased physical ability. “It was not that the stigmatizing image of the e-bike decreased, 
as still most people viewed it as a product for their own mother or mother-in-law, and not viewed it as 
a product for themselves. But it was concealed” [IT10]. But, through innovation the stigmatizing image 
was concealed and retired people started using the e-bike for recreation; the third age (Laslett, 1997). 

                                                             
5 Acronym for the Concealed Electric bicycle, a pseudonym for this specific e-bike.  
6 Until 2006 it was more common to retire before the age of 60, the average retirement age was 61. 

Change in regulations made it more difficult to retire before or with the age of 60 after 2006, and the average 
retirement age increased to 63 in 2011 (CBS, 2012). 

Figure 5: Concealed electric support e-bike, CoEl.  

A new generation of e-bikes emerged in 2003. With the concealed electric support the diffusion of the e-bike 
started to accelerate. However, not everybody agrees upon the innovativeness and usability of this 
innovation.  

“It very nice to put the battery in the frame, however if the owner needs to replace the battery it is quite 
costly. Yet, they don’t think of that. ‘We concealed the battery by putting it in the frame, we are genius, we 
are the pioneer of e-bikes’. Not entirely true” (expert 1) 

Text box 2. 
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This was by no means his intended customer. So, his user representations at that time reflected 

younger people, but the adoption started with the old people with disabilities.  

So what happened? The technological options at that time resulted in a forty kilograms e-bike with 

twelve kilograms lead-acid batteries. The public viewed the e-bike as a “technical mobility aid” [expert 

2] “a product for disabled people” [IT10]. And they were sold to this audience. “Back in those day we 

sold e-bikes to foundations as Welzorg, to disabled people” [IN8]. “It was impossible that a normal 
mobile person would ride an electric bicycle. By definition, that would be utter madness!” [IN2]. Due 

to the high visibility of the electric support, “you need an electric bike, so it doesn’t matter how it looks 
like” [IN8], its limited range and high weight, the relative advantage was too low for most people. “At 
that time the range was 20 kilometres. At the product development department we said to each other 

‘if there will be a 30 kilometres range, then we have made it’” [IN8]. So the script of the e-bike was 

configured by the technological options, resulting in a strong age script (Figure 4) according to the 

public opinion.  

 

Concluding, although the first e-bike developers represented their prospective users as young people, 

the technological options at that time resulted in a strong age script. The high visibility of the electric 

support, high weight, low range and thus low relative advantage for most people, resulted in a product 

suitable for the fourth age category (Laslett, 1997). The very old with disabilities or health problems 

benefit from the electric support. Due to this minor customer group and the negative image of e-bikes, 

sales were small. Nevertheless, “the success of the e-bike started with the fairly old customers, who 

really need this electric support” [IT10]. Innovation and increased acceptation improved the adoption 

rate considerably. However before elaborating on this, the next subsection will describe the user 

representations of the fourth age category and the resulting scripts. 

Figure 4: Strong age script. E-bikes in the period of 1992-1997.  
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5. Analysis: rejuvenation of design 
Although the initial idea was to develop e-bikes for young people, technological options at that time 
prevented this. The resulting script completely mismatched this younger group. Despite this initial 
mismatch, the e-bike technology evolved successfully and resulted in a rejuvenation of design. The 
rejuvenation of design is the development of a technology which initially contains an older age script, 
but alterations of the characteristics of the innovation weakens this age script and results into a design 
accepted by younger people. This results into a decrease in the average age of the adopters. Underlying 
the rejuvenation of the design is the rejuvenation of the user representations influencing the 
development of younger age scripts. Thus a technology, which initially meets the needs of the very 
old, is able to rejuvenate and diffuse. The e-bike diffused, and is still diffusing, from the older people 
with disabilities or health problems, to retirees, commuters and mothers, to ultimately teenagers.  

Thus, this thesis shows that the adoption and development of a technology can also start with older 
users and diffuse from there towards increasingly younger users. It might be tempting to classify very 
old customers as late majority or laggards. Older people are often described by negative stereotypes, 
such as “frail, forgetful, shabby, out-of-date and on the edge of senility and death” (Featherstone & 
Hepworth, 2005, p.354), the fourth age category (Laslett, 1997). The late majority are described as 
sceptical, cautious and needing peer pressure to adopt. And laggards as having no opinion leadership, 
isolated, referring to the past, traditional and suspicious of innovations (Rogers, 1995). And although 
Rogers states that research has not shown a strong relation between time to adopt and age, older 
people are often considered as having a higher threshold in adopting a new technology (Charness & 
Czaja, 2005). They are viewed as sceptical and traditional, and are therefore implicitly expected to 
adopt an innovation as one of the latest. However, this thesis has shown that older people, mainly 
belonging to the fourth age category, can be innovators and early adopters, which are described as 
venturesome and have a high degree of opinion leadership and are willing to take risks (Rogers, 1995). 
Older people can be lead users by having a general need before others do and benefit significantly 
from early adoption (Von Hippel, 1986). 

Thus older people can form a proper niche for product development. They are willing to adopt a new 
technology. For this group, the relative advantage of the electric support outweighs the ‘handicapped’ 
look and short range. A younger public did not accept this innovation as it had a strong stigma and no 
relative advantage for them at all in the beginning. From the fourth age category the technique was 
able to evolve, resulting in a weakened age scripts and increased relative advantage. Third and 
eventually even second and first-age customers accepted and adopted the e-bike, and still do (see 
Figure 6).  

Figure 6: Adoption of the e-bike per age category over time. 

“Bikes, batteries and older adopters”
(Peine et al. 2017)

• An	assistive	device	that	became	“hipsterized”	->	reversing	
age-based	assumptions	of	innovation	diffusion

• Implications	for	other	Ass	Devices	and	the	Silver	Market?
• “3rd agers”,	in	particular,	defied	stereotypes	about	older	

persons	->	“early	adopters”	not	“laggards”
§ Combining	assistance	with	“conspicuous	consumption”
§ Most	advanced	designs	for	demanding	3rd agers

• An	interdisciplinary	approach	allowed	us	to	explore	
technology	design	and	use	as	arenas	for	negotiating	later	life
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Three themes

• Acceptability
What makes new and evolving technologies acceptable 
to older people, and how can they best be engaged in 
development?

• Impact
What makes technologies pervasive and sustainable, 
and what is the impact of changing technologies?

• Accessibility
How can we ensure that technologies are accessible to 
all those whom might benefit?


